Press Release
ITMACH India, Country’s Largest Textile Machinery Show Of The Year,
Begins on 7th Dec. 2017
ITMACH India, the largest textile machinery exhibition in the country for the year 2017 is
launching shortly in the capital city Gandhinagar of Gujarat, with participants from all over the
world including the cream of the textile machinery industry participating. The four-day
exhibition will be in place from December 7 to 10, 2017 at a modern venue ‘The Exhibition
Centre’. The show will host over 350 exhibitors from 10 countries in all to occupy the 40,000
square meters area of the exhibition venue.

The grand show at the out skirts of Ahmedabad is also surrounded by major textile hubs in India.
Gujarat as a state is the top investors in textile sector in India for last several years and ITMACH
India would bring an ideal opportunity for investors and machinery marketers to interact for new
investments. Here to note that Gujarat has recently extended its flagship Textile Policy to draw
further investment for the sector and backed it up by an unique Apparel Policy that incentivize
garment making and employment in the state. Additionally, incentive policies from Govt. of
India and other states in the country (Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Telangana, Rajasthan,
Himachal Pradesh, Haryana etc.) for the textile industry offers a conducive environment for
growth in the post GST era.

ITMACH India would bring an opportunity to witness latest textile machinery and technology
from around the world. Machinery from each segment of the industry right from spinning,
weaving, knitting, dyeing, printing & processing will be showcased during the show days.
Visitors will get to learn about the latest trends, developments and opportunities to share their
knowledge and fine-tune their ideas. In short the mega event will ensure that a plethora of
business ideas are discussed and dynamic business networking is facilitated. To give a bird’s eye
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view of the exhibitors, among the global participants are Saurer, LMW, Premier, Amsler,
Rotorcraft, Jingwei, Pacific, Picanol, ITEMA, Staubli, Haijia, Rifa, A.T.E., Fong’s, Perfect,
Rimtex, PalodHimson, SPGPrints, Embee, Premier Evolvics and several others are participating
in the show. Country wise exhibitors from Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, Netherland,
Turkey, China, Taiwan, South Korea and Japan will present their latest technological innovations
to visitors along with a strong contingent of Indian exhibitors.

To sum it up, ITMACH India 2017 will be showcasing excellence and innovation in textile
machinery and technology. It will serve as an accredited B2B platform for the textile industry
that supports adoption of technology; enhance investment, building capacity and knowledge
sharing.

Venue: The Exhibition Centre
The exhibition edifice at the venue has been designed with advanced technology and amenities in
Gandhinagar. As the country’s largest exhibition venue, it also has under its wings an
administrative block to meet the diverse requirements of the global meets, seminars, conferences,
and exhibitions of both national and international levels. Both, exhibitors and visitors will be in a
position to derive optimum benefit from the event. The hosts are looking forward to your valued
presence in this dream venue for both global and Indian textile houses.
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For Further Information:
Arvind Semlani | info@itmach.com
Cell +91 9833977743
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